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Okay, so before we get started, I wanted to review some fundamentals on color value.  Last summer I 

signed up an did a quilt club online taught by Crafty Gemini.  One of the lessons in the class was on color 

value.  This particular class was quite eye opening for me, so I wanted to share some of the knowledge I 

learned with everyone.  I know one of the areas that many of us struggle with is pairing fabric so that a 

completed block/quilt pops as we intend it to for that “modern” look.  As modern quilters, we are 

always looking for the color contrast between fabrics that somehow those professional quilters seem to 

achieve so easily.   

Well, did you know that there are tools out there which can help us as quilters in pairing a light fabric 

with a dark fabric?  Evidently the naked eye is not so great at this little skill.  So I introduce you to….the 

Ruby Ruler… 

 

https://craftygemini.com/product-category/toolsnotions/ 

The Ruby Ruler is made by Blare from Wisecraft and you can purchase from Crafty Gemini’s shop (link 

above).  I wasn’t able to find at any stores locally (full disclosure I did not visit every store in town and it 

was not on Amazon last year).  (full disclosure - I am not affiliated with Crafty Gemini or Wisecraft or any 

other place/website mentioned here) I know someone in our guild mentioned they had glasses like this 

ruler they used when I was talking to them about the ruler last year.  I’ve asked Paula, who owns 

www.sewmodernchicky.com, to see if she is able to get for her store so stay tuned. 

So, what does the Ruby Ruler do???  When you hold the ruler up to your eyes and look through it at the 

fabric, all color is cancelled out.  What you end up seeing is only the color value of the fabric – meaning 

light, medium, dark.  Okay, I know this is kind of hard to understand so I’m going to give y’all some 

examples below of fabric seen through the Ruby Ruler.  At the end of the post I’ll reveal the true colors – 

but please have fun guessing.         If you do not want to purchase this ruler, I’ve heard people using the 

grey scale filter effect on their phone camera and getting similar results.  We all have different budgets 

and we don’t always have all our tools with us on an impromptu trip to a fabric store…so we use what 

we have at our disposal.   

Also please know that not having this ruler in no way prevent you from being able to participate with us.  

I simply want to share the knowledge because I believe knowledge is power.  In addition, I see over and 

over again in various Facebook groups I belong to, where people comment and complain that they have 

issues with pairing fabric and getting that “pop” that we all want to achieve.  I have tried the cell phone 

trick on grey scale filter, and it definitely works.   

Ultimately, I just want to open you mind to understanding what you visually might think is a bright mint 

green, really reads as a dark color value.  Also, that avocado that you think it a dark color, really reads as 

a medium value and not a dark color.  I’ve included some examples below using my Ruby Ruler (then 

answers which follow).  

https://craftygemini.com/product-category/toolsnotions/
http://www.sewmodernchicky.com/
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Example 1: 

 

So, we know this would be a dark…but what is the original color? 

 

Example 2: 

 

This one reads as a medium color to me.  What do you think is the true color? 

Example 3: 

 

This fabric reads as a light fabric to me…but could read as a medium depending on how it is paired.  

What do you think are the colors? 
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Example 4: 

 

Hhmm…to me this reads as a medium.  What colors do you think this is? 

 

Example 5: 

 

Definitely light.  Can you guess what color(s)? 

 

So, why does this matter?  Why should you care about light, medium, dark color value?  Well, the goal is 

to pair a light with a medium, or a medium with a dark or a light with a dark.   Then, you get that P-O-P 

you are looking for.  Oh, and trust, what you think is light or medium colored value, isn’t always when 

you look through the ruler or the color filter on your phone.  Since having this ruler, and putting a quilt 

up on my design wall, I can sit back and put the ruler up to my eyes and be like oh wow, I need to 

change all this over here and boom – that’s what wasn’t working!!! 

So, I know this seems basic but I highly encourage you to go through this exercise.  Take out a pile of 

scraps or fabric quarters – what do you see?  Look at what is on your design wall, see anything different 

or that you want to change?  Maybe the next time you are picking out fabrics, this will help you with a 

big decision.    ~Jessie   

 

Next page contains the answers…keep scrolling….  
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Example 1: 

  
Example 2: 

  

Example 3: 

  
Example 4: 

  
Example 5: 
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Big Picture 

 

 
 

Isn’t it crazy how that teal fabric reads darker then the purple directly to the left and above it?  How 

about that lilac at the bottom?  Does it read how you thought it would?  The grey polka dots reads as a 

light – who knew??!! 


